
Welcome Comment   

Good morning Year 2! 

I hope you all managed to have a good weekend and enjoyed some fresh air!  Have a look at this week’s word.  

Each day, I would like you to revisit this word and use it as much as you can when talking to your family.  You must, 

however, make sure that you use it correctly.  Also, check out this week’s virtual sports challenge ‘Hit the Mark’ in the 

whole school resources section of the school website. 

I hope you enjoy today’s family reading challenge, which has been set by Miss D.   

English Task 

. 

 

 

 

 

The word ‘short’ contains the sound ‘or’. List as many words as you can containing the ‘or’ sound.  You might identify 

words that contain an alternative spelling for ‘or’ such as: oor/ore/aw/au. 

With support, select 10 spellings that you need to practise.  These can include the alternative spellings too! Practise 

the words throughout the week, in any way you wish.  You could try roll and spell or write them in chalk outside.  Get a 

grown-up to test you on Friday. 

Maths Task 

To begin, I would like you to Log in to Times Tables Rockstar’s https://ttrockstars.com/ and complete work on your 

times tables for 10 minutes. 

Money  

Before you complete the task, refresh your mind playing these games about coins. 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/money/coins-game 

Look at the coins below. Try and count how much money there is for each question. 

 

Now collect some coins from around the home. Ask an adult for some if you cannot find any. Add up the amount and 

find the total. What is the new total if you add another coin? What is it when you take away a coin?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Foundation Subject Task 

Miss D has set a family ‘Reading Challenge’ for you today. Your challenge is to create a reading den. Reading dens 

are special spaces to curl up with a book. They don’t need to be permanent – in fact temporary dens, built from 

household objects are best! There are loads of different ways to make one. You could to use a rug, sheet or even a 

pile of cushions to create a cubbyhole in an unexpected place. You could turn a huge cardboard box into a reading 

castle, or drape a rug or sheet over a washing line to create a reading tent. Small children can even snuggle up 

under an umbrella on a rug. To turn a den into a reading den, just add cushions, blankets… and books! You might 

create some reading inspired art work to add a finishing touch. When it is finished, sit down to read one or two books 

together as a reward for your hard work. Don’t forget to send over your photos and we will choose some of the best 

ones to put on the school website. Happy den building! 

Any Further Guidance 

Have fun and enjoy this week’s reading challenge - I look forward to receiving photographs of your reading dens!   

 

Mrs Fassnidge 
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Word of the week: 

Word: trick (noun/verb) 

Definition: If someone tricks you, they deceive you, often in order to make you do something. 

Playing a trick on Lisa was easy because she fell for it every time. 

I tricked Lisa by hiding from her. 

Synonym (words with similar meanings): fool, delude 
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